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model each part of this step: establishing the question or petition that sets the pur-
pose, reading for an answer or response, recording information, and finally, sharing 
thinking with others to expand everyone’s remembering of the text’s content. Be sure 
to record facts in your own words, showing how information is always paraphrased. 
Emphasize that text is never copied; that’s plagiarism. Students must be taught what 
constitutes plagiarism and held to standards that require them not to engage in it. 
The completed worksheet (figure 2.6) is based on the informational paragraph pro-
vided in this chapter. 

Name      Date  

Title of Text Read  

Author  

Review the facts and vocabulary you have recorded on your Facts note-taking sheet .

Form a thick prompt that would require an answer or response that reports these fully .

Use your own words to write an answer or response that is complete and clear . Use new terms 
from the passage appropriately to reflect understanding of their meaning .

Facts:

Information stated in the 
text . You can show where it 
is stated .

New and/or Unknown 
Words:

1 . manufacturing

2 . public utilities

3 . chain stores

4 . wage disparity

5 . economic boom

P:  Describe positive and negative economic changes that 
occurred during this historic period . 

R:  During this period there were several changes in the economy . 
Many companies that manufactured cars, steel, and electrical 
equipment merged . Some public utility companies did too . 
Chain stores expanded; banks opened branches in cities . Wage 
differences between workers and managers got bigger . Iron 
industries and railroads were not successful . Many farms also 
suffered losses and failed .

Figure 2.6: Completed FIVES worksheet for Facts with prompt plus response.
Visit www.learningsciences.com/bookresources to download a blank reproducible version of this figure.

Keep the facts in order of presentation in the text as you record information. Any 
facts recorded out of order can easily be rearranged. Begin with short passages from 
textbooks, magazines, newspapers, or novels. These can be from fictional or exposi-
tory texts. Use something that is tied to your curriculum, at an appropriate reading 
level, and that relates to current curricular content. (You can find the reading level of 
any given text using websites such as www.readabilityformulas.com/free-readability 
-formula-tests.php, www.online-utility.org/english/readability_test_and_improve.jsp,
or www.standards-schmandards.com/exhibits/rix/.)


